
AGENDA  
 

Technical Committee on Emergency Power Supplies (EPS-AAA) 
 

Report on Proposals Meeting for 2012 Edition of NFPA 110 
 

January 10-11, 2011 @ Doubletree Hotel Nashville-Downtown, Nashville, TN 
 
 

11-01-01 Call to order & Chair’s welcome to members & guests 
 

11-01-02 NFPA staff review of fire alarm and exit procedures    
 

11-01-03 Roll Call/Introductions of TC members & guests. Each member will 
include member classification in the roll call responses. 

 

11-01-04  Appointment of TC secretary 
 

11-01-05 NFPA staff review of meeting procedures and document processing  
 

11-01-06  Chair review of committee meeting schedule, start/stop, breaks, and lunch 
periods: 

 

1) Start at 8:00 AM, 15 minute breaks in AM & PM to be 
announced by the Chair 

 

2) Lunch period of 1 hour, taken around noon as the flow of the 
meeting dictates, and 

 

3) Ending at 5:00 PM or as otherwise directed by the Chair and/or 
agreed upon by the Committee 

 

4) Presentation on fuel quality-related proposals by Edward W. 
English, II, Vice-President Technical Director, Fuel Quality 
Services, Inc. - Monday @ approximately 9:00 AM following 
introductory activities.  Mr. English will also be representing 2 
other members of the ASTM D2 Committee on petroleum and 
lubricants. 

 

11-01-07 Comments/questions from committee members and/or guests regarding 
meeting procedures and revision schedule/process 

 

11-01-08A Consideration of public proposals regarding fuel quality (See Attached 
Pages) – Log # 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 

 

11-01-08B Consideration of other public proposals (See Attached Pages) 
 
11-01-09  Task Group Reports & Processing of Committee Proposals   
  

11-01-10 Old Business 
 

11-01-11  Any Other New Business                                                                                     
 

11-01-12  Adjournment of NFPA 110 ROP portion of meeting.  
 



Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-1     Log #CP1  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Emergency Power Supplies,

Review entire document to: 1) Update any extracted material by preparing separate proposals to
do so, and 2) review and update references to other organizations documents, by preparing proposal(s) as required.

To conform to the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-2     Log #33  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Delete the word “performance” as shown below:
1.1 Scope. This standard covers performance requirements for emergency and standby power systems providing an

alternate source of electrical power to loads in buildings and facilities in the event that the primary power source fails.
Plenty of prescriptive statements in this document.   Here’s one such passage as an example:

7.2 Location.
7.2.1    The EPS shall be installed in a separate room for Level 1 installations. EPSS equipment shall be permitted to

be installed in this room.
7.2.1.1    The room shall have a minimum 2-hour fire rating or be located in an adequate enclosure located outside the

building capable of resisting the entrance of snow or rain at a maximum wind velocity required by local building codes.
7.2.1.2    No other equipment, including architectural appurtenances, except those that serve this space, shall be

permitted in this room.
7.2.2*   Level 1 EPSS equipment shall not be installed in the same room with the normal service equipment, where the

service equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal to or greater than 1000 amperes.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-3     Log #43  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Permit this document to grow beyond its present focus as an installation document for the on-site
generation manufacturing, installation and maintenance industry by permitting proposals for use of utility sources for
EPS in future revision cycles.
Chapter 1 Administration

1.1 Scope. This standard covers performance requirements for emergency and standby power systems providing an
alternate source of electrical power to loads in buildings and facilities in the event that the primary power source fails.
1.1.1    Power systems covered in this standard include power sources, transfer equipment, controls, supervisory
equipment, and all related electrical and mechanical auxiliary and accessory equipment needed to supply electrical
power to the load terminals of the transfer equipment.
1.1.2    This standard covers installation, maintenance, operation, and testing requirements as they pertain to the
performance of the emergency power supply system (EPSS).
1.1.3    This standard does not cover the following:
(1)Application of the EPSS
(2)Emergency lighting unit equipment
(3)Distribution wiring
(4)Utility service when such service is permitted as the EPSS
(5)Parameters for stored energy devices
(6)The equipment of systems that are not classed as Level 1 or Level 2 systems in accordance with Chapter 4 of this
standard

NFPA 110 needs to morph into a kind of “landing page” for all power system reliability issues at the
building premises level and quite possibly one step up above the service point into the last mile of power distribution.
State public utility regulatory authorities and the state building department and state emergency management agencies
need a vast void filled by what this document could be.  What other document in the NFPA universe would have growth
potential to meet the demand for more granular power system reliability leading practice among these agencies?
As a veteran of the scope discussions on NEC CMP-1 for the past 10 years I fully grasp how scope issues like this

open onto a minefield of sensitivities among each of the interest groups.  My hope at this stage of the revision process is
to hope for informed discussion by the committee on this. It would not be expected that this could be done by this
committee in a single cycle, in isolation from, say the NFPA Standards Council.  But as surely as the present NFPA 110
once used to be NFPA 76A, this document needs to rise to a market for it that is already there.
Either this committee or the NFPA Standards Council needs to approach this document and make it ready to receive

smart grid and sustainability concepts, among others.  Interactive sources and electric vehicles with bi-directional power
flow capability that can be used for non-automatic, isolated sources of backup power is not too far ahead of us with
great potential for changing the mix of EPS sources and the configuration of the last mile of municipal power
infrastructure.  Accordingly, the last mile of power infrastructure will inform leading practice in building premises power
security.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-4     Log #41  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Add informational note as shown below:
Chapter 1 Administration

1.4 Equivalency. Nothing in this standard is intended to prevent the use of systems, methods, or devices of equivalent or
superior quality, strength, fire resistance, effectiveness, durability, and safety to those prescribed by this standard.
1.4.1    Technical documentation shall be submitted to the authority having jurisdiction to demonstrate equivalency.
1.4.2    The system, method, or device shall be approved for the intended purpose by the authority having jurisdiction.

This is an adaptation of a new provision in Article 701 of the 2011 NEC.  Members of that committee
agreed that this resource offered a way to convey opinions about power security into the realm of science.  Very often,
the AHJ is put in the position of having to assess the equivalency of an Architect-Engineer’s EPSS design.  It would be
reasonable for the AHJ to ask for reliability calculations, much as he or she might ask for short circuit or ampere demand
calculations.  Unfortunately, the training of many electrical engineers does not include formal, reliability analysis so
reference to this document will provide a starting point for establishing equivalencies.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-5     Log #26  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott J. Harrison, Marioff Inc.

Add text to read as follows:
NFPA Publications.
NFPA 13, Standard For The Installation Of Fire Sprinkler Systems, 2010 Edition
NFPA 750, Standard On Water Mist Fire Protection Systems, 2010 Edition

References are made to fire suppression and pre-action systems within the standard with no referral to
an NFPA document/standard to draw design and installation guidance from.  Since NFPA 13 and 750 are standards
outlining the requirements for water based fire suppression systems and pre-action systems, they should be included in
the Referenced Publications.   Water Mist has been approved and installed in a wide range of sprinkler applications
globally and for clarity NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems should be included in NFPA 110 as a
Referenced Publication.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-6     Log #5  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Add new text to read as follows:
ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA.  www.astm.org

Information contained within the documents cited above can be referenced by the end user when
specifying fuel, purchasing fuel, or resolving fuel quality issues.   ASTM Technical Committee D3 does not have an
equivalent standard specification for natural or synthetic gas.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-7     Log #6  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Add new text to read as follows:
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, Merriam-Webster, Inc., Springfield, MA 2003.

1.  Renumber “Other Publication” to 2.3.3 to accommodate ASTM Publication under 2.3.2.
2.  Also need to verify zip code for Springfield, MA.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-8     Log #7  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
Liquid petroleum products at atmospheric pressure as specified in the latest version of ASTM D975 Standard

Specification for Diesel Fuel Oils or applicable local fuel specifications.
The above reference ASTM methods provide current product specifications.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-9     Log #8  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
Liquefied petroleum gas (liquid or vapor withdrawal) as specified in latest version of ASTM D1835 Standard

Specification for Liquefied Petroleum (LP) Gases or applicable local fuel specifications.
The above reference ASTM methods provide current product specifications.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-10     Log #9  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Add new text to read as follows:
ASTM does not have a standard specification for natural or synthetic gas. Industry generally uses pipeline

specifications for natural gas quality.
None given.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-11     Log #39  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Add text to read as follows:
5.1 Energy Sources.
5.1.1*   The following energy sources shall be permitted to be used for the emergency power supply (EPS):

(1)*Liquid petroleum products at atmospheric pressure
(2)Liquefied petroleum gas (liquid or vapor withdrawal)
(3)Natural or synthetic gas
Exception: For Level 1 installations in locations where the probability of interruption of off-site fuel supplies is high,
on-site storage of an alternate energy source sufficient to allow full output of the EPSS to be delivered for the class
specified shall be required, with the provision for automatic transfer from the primary energy source to the alternate
energy source.
5.1.2    Seismic design category C, D, E, or F, as determined in accordance with ASCE 7, shall require a Level 1 EPSS
Class X (minimum of 96 hours of fuel supply).
5.1.3    The energy sources listed in 5.1.1 shall be permitted to be used for the EPS where the primary source of power
is by means of on-site energy conversion, provided that there is separately dedicated energy conversion equipment
on-site with a capacity equal to the power needs of the EPSS.
5.1.4*   A public electric utility that has a demonstrated reliability shall be permitted to be used as the EPS where the
primary source is by means of on-site energy conversion.

Many APPA.ORG colleges and universities have large medium voltage distribution systems on the
order of 10-100 MW – often backed up by district energy systems – that can be configured to present EPS availability
that exceeds the availability of the best maintained building-level on-site generator.  This resource can be used to meet
life safety, business continuity and sustainability objectives the possibility of using two sufficiently independent sources
is tracking in this document.
Refer to related proposal on the application of quantitative methods for assessing power system reliability.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-12     Log #10  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Add (*) to 5.5.1.1 to indicate explanatory information that can be found in Appendix A.
A.5.5.1.1* will provide information to the reader regarding a process that can be implemented to rotate

fuel inventory that removes aged fuel from the fuel storage tank and replaces it with fresh new fuel.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-13     Log #45  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
5.5.1.1 ………..provided that the draw down level minimum level before refilling always guarantees…………

To provide clarity to the language.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-14     Log #46  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
5.6.5.2 (2)(c) Automatic: Allow Cause prime mover……….

To “allow” is permission, but it is not requiring the engine to start.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-15     Log #47  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
5.6.5.2 (3)(d) ……….not be required provided high engine temperature is monitored by some other means).

Monitoring lube oil temperature for over-temperature should not be required if other means of
monitoring for over-temperature is provided. But some means has to be provided for engine over-temperature.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-16     Log #48  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
5.6.5.5 (2) ……….shall stop, after appropriate time delays, ……………..

‘Appropriate’ is unenforceable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-17     Log #49  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Add new text to read as follows:
5.6.7.5.1 The power for these loads shall not be included in the electrical output of the EPS.

To allow these loads to be driven by the electrical output of the EPS included in the EPS output rating
would deprive the customer of full electrical output.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-18     Log #50  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Delete all.
The par. and 4 sub-notes as written are un-enforceable.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-19     Log #44  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Whitney, Clarke Fire Protection Products, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
……… allow ± 5%.........

I believe the minus is missing from the current text.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-20     Log #32  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Adding clarifying language as shown below might help this document’s users:
7.2 Location.
7.2.1    The EPS shall be installed in a separate room for Level 1 installations. EPSS

equipment shall be permitted to be installed in this room .
7.2.1.1    The room shall have a minimum 2-hour fire rating or be located in an adequate

enclosure located outside the building capable of resisting the entrance of snow or rain at a maximum wind velocity
required by local building codes.

7.2.1.2    No other equipment, including architectural appurtenances, except those that serve this space, shall be
permitted in this room .

Those of us on CMP-1 of the NEC have been known to struggle a bit on a common understanding of
“room and/or enclosure”.  Although the proposed change might seem wordy, it does convey more clearly the
committee’s intent for Level 1 installations.  When electrical designers approach architects for space, the distinction puts
a brighter line under the space requirements for both the EPS and EPSS.
Alternatively, an Accept in Part might only add the “EPS” terms and drop the, perhaps, overly wordy “room/enclosure”
edit.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-21     Log #37  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Level 1 EPSS equipment shall not be installed in the same room with the normal service equipment,
where the service equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal to or greater than 1000 amperes.

While the committee’s intention to assert isolation between normal power and emergency power
switchgear has merit as good design practice, it must also be aware that many jurisdictions simply ignore this
requirement because it drives up architectural costs when, for example, separate rooms must be built for, 750 kVA
service switchgear and 150 kVA Level 1 switchgear.  At 480V, 1000 amperes is less than 1000 kVA – meaning that this
requirement affects a significant installed base in commercial and institutional buildings which usually meet the Level 1
criterion.
Not only is the existing language costly (and, in the parlance of the current zeitgeist – “unsustainable” --there are many

reasons to have the normal power switchgear and the EPSS at least within eyeshot of one another; not the least of
which is the ability for electricians to verify the energization status of the normal power switchgear while performing
maintenance or operating EPSS.  In other words, some jurisdictions recognize that there are safety concerns about
having the two separated.
The 1000 ampere threshold asserted here seems to be derived from flash boundaries that appear in other NFPA
documents.  While I have no data to prove it, it seems plausible that there is the risk in the likelihood of arc-fault damage
to be weighed against the likelihood of human error in not being able to verify the operating conditions of both power
sources simultaneously even when status appears on transfer switch controls .
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-22     Log #38  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Add text to read as follows:
   Level 1 EPSS equipment shall not be installed in the same room with the normal service equipment, where the

service equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal to or greater than 1000 amperes.

This proposal is derived from Mr. Manche’s comment on the affirmative in the last revision cycle and
strikes me as a well-reasoned statement.  I could not track it any further in the development process so I am putting it
out there for more discussion  For context, the entire proposal is duplicated here for the convenience of the committee:

110-12 Log #21

_________________________________________________________________________
Chad Kennedy, Schneider Electric/Square D

Revise text to read as follows:
7.2.2 Level 1 EPSS equipment shall not be installed in the same room with the normal service equipment, where the
service equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal to or greater than 1000 amperes. EPSS Equipment shall
not be located within the same cabinet, enclosure or vertical switchboard section as the service disconnecting means or
normal source feeder disconnecting means.

NFPA 110 section 7.2.2 and NFPA 70 Articles 695 and 700 all contain requirements for Level 1
systems and should be consistent. NFPA 70, article 695 for fire pumps provides clear language on the location of
equipment and is one of the oldest Level 1 systems in existence.

The recommendation deletes an important separation requirement between EPSS equipment
and electrical service equipment of a rating that could pose a threat to the EPSS equipment under arcing fault
conditions. The committee intends that there be physical separation between the EPSS equipment and the normal
service equipment.

Affirmative: 20
2 Chudasama, K., DeMoss, D.

MANCHE, A.: After the committee discussion, it was clear the proposed language is not acceptable since the EPSS
equipment includes the EPS and EPSS distribution equipment. However, the committee also recognized that having the
electrical distribution equipment of the normal source and the EPS source in the same room is common. Numerous
switchboard sections comprise the service disconnect at one end of the line-up and the EPS source disconnect at the
other end of the line up and feeders in the middle of the line up. The submitter is also correct that NEC Articles 700 and
701 for Level 1 and 2 systems permits the normal and emergency source conductors to terminate in a common
switchboard as long as they terminate in separate sections. The following language should be considered to coordinate
with the NEC while
maintaining appropriate separation of conductors and equipment. Level 1 EPSS equipment shall not be installed in the
same room with the normal service equipment, where the service equipment is rated over 150 volts to ground and equal
to or greater than 1000 amperes. EPSS distribution equipment and transfer equipment shall be permitted in the same
room as the normal service disconnect when the conductors for each system are not located within the same cabinet,
enclosure or vertical switchboard section as the service disconnecting means or normal source feeder disconnecting
means.
ZGONENA, T.: I agree with Alan Manche’s proposed revision.
This permissive statement makes it easier for architects and engineers to use NFPA 110 to plan space for normal and

emergency power switchgear.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-23     Log #36  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Include the actual EPS control equipment in the requirement for illumination

The Level 1 or Level 2 EPS equipment location(s) shall be provided with battery-powered emergency
lighting. This requirement shall not apply to units located outdoors in enclosures that do not include walk-in access.

   The emergency lighting charging system and the normal service room lighting shall be supplied from the load
side of the transfer switch.

   The intensity of illumination in the separate building or room housing the EPS equipment for Level 1 shall be
32.3 lux (3.0 ft-candles), unless otherwise specified by a requirement recognized by the authority having jurisdiction.

Many enlightened designers, so to say, are already doing this but the practice should be mandatory.
This relatively slight change in wording of this passage will place emphasis upon illumination for the actual system of
disconnecting means, related protective devices, transfer switches, and all control, supervisory, and support devices up
to and including the load terminals of the transfer equipment needed for the system to operate as a safe and reliable
source of electric power.
For the convenience of the committee, the transactions of rejections by other NFPA technical committees is submitted

with this proposal to supplement this substantiation and is attached herewith
Finally, this link to a video clip showing how a switchgear room goes dark after a switchgear explosion should be

evidence enough:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P00WE7z9tu4
Note that the area of the explosion instantly goes dark. Without emergency lighting around the EPSS, how would

rescue professionals be able to help?
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-24     Log #3  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gene Fisher, WestCoast Generator Service Inc.

Revise text as follows:
Fuel system design shall provide for a supply of clean fuel to prime mover by documentation of a fuel

maintenance program that incorporates periodic  centrifuge cleaning/polishing with high pressure tank agitation and or
mechanical tank cleaning with auxiliary filtration, in addition to  sampling by qualified personnel  for laboratory analysis
of diesel fuel.

Tanks shall be sized so that the fuel is consumed with in the storage life, or provisions shall be made to
centrifuge clean/polish and laboratory test, or replace stale fuel with clean fuel.

Fuel maintenance Filtration and water
separators can remove contaminates and water returning fuel to conditions where it will provide reliability and efficiency
for standby generators to protect prime movers' injection equipment when called upon in emergency conditions

The number one failure to start emergency generators is bad batteries; a plugged fuel filter from contaminated fuel is
the number one failure of diesel engines while running.  Inadequate maintenance documentation is the number one
cause of litigation loss.
As stated in NFPA 2002 Edition Reference: A.7.9.1.2 TIA 02-1 (1st quote) "Commercial distillate

fuel oils used in modern diesels are subject to various detrimental effects ---". (2nd quote ) "These effects begin at the
time of refinement and continue until consumption." (3rd quote) "Proper fuel storage is critical ---." (4th quote) "Storage
tanks should be kept free of water---." (5th quote) "Copper alloys --- and zinc should be avoided in fuel handling
systems." (6th quote) "Stable storage
temperatures are conducive to fuel health ----" (7th quote) "Tanks that are above ground and subject to --- temperature
variations and will degrade rapidly." (8th quote) "This is further exacerbated with --- tanks less than full." (9th quote)
"Airspace allows for condensation that --- add to contamination." (10th quote) "Fuel maintenance and testing should
begin the day of installation."

The above NFPA's references address contamination of fuel with accuracy. However, quote #11 is not entirely
accurate and may send a wrong message! This quote leads to the belief that period changing of fuel filters is adequate
fuel maintenance. Normal filtration is not a panacea.  Filters and water separators are on generators to protect the
injectors, rather than supply clean fuel. Specific guidelines to include new ideas, such as periodic fuel polishing of stored
fuel, are needed for best fuel maintenance practices to ensure a clean fuel supply at all times for critical generators.
We must be open to better alternatives.

Emergency Generators are a "WEAK LINK" as stated in a FEMA study (enclosed). Laxity in fuel maintenance and
storage has been the norm for years, but is a much more critical issue today with fuel costs and the experimentation of
alternative sources of fuels in the forefront of every fuel company.

Many large fuel tanks for generators hold fuel that has been stored for years. Some use several types of additives that
slow build up  of certain  contaminates, but do not address many  of the elements for long term storage including
elimination of  existing contaminates, rust , water, and tank deterioration.
Fuel sampling alone is not a good indicator of clean fuel.  It will not be accurate unless the tank walls are clean and

free of fungus and slime build up. Fuel samples from the wrong locations without proper fuel agitation taken by untrained
personnel will not show the true quality of fuel with a laboratory test.
Periodic generator testing does not require enough time for the hot fuel to circulate to break up microbiological algae

from tank walls.   Fuel filters and water strainers are a safety item to protect fuel injectors, not a solution for bad or
contaminated fuel.
Topping off is part of fuel maintenance, but is consistently overlooked or ignored, due to the time and expense involved

to add such a small quantity of fuel to refill the tanks.  This causes condensation in fuel tanks, especially those stored in
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
sunlight, i.e., adjacent to fire stations in high humidity areas such as coastal regions.

For only a few hundred dollars a year, fuel polishing by centrifuging and testing accurate samples taken by qualified
personnel would eliminate the problem. Centrifuge polishing takes fuel to the ultimate state of cleanliness by removing
all heavier particles such as wax, metals, water, microorganisms, dirt, etc., ensuring unplugged filters and reliability.  Lab
analysis after fuel polishing signifies a specific maintenance program and, with documentation, is very cheap litigation
insurance.
All large Naval vessels, merchant ships, ferries, tugs, etc., have on board centrifuge machines cleaning their fuel.

Periodic centrifuge polishing of stored fuel using high pressure return agitation in the tanks not only ensures clean fuel,
but keeps the tank walls clean, thus reducing deterioration of the storage tanks.

Professional Maintenance Related
I have been in the equipment maintenance and repair business for 47 years; I own EMC & Associates, an equipment

maintenance consulting business since 1988; and am a Certified Professional Consultant (CPC); former active member
of the National Equipment Maintenance Council (EMC); and a retired Navy Master Chief Engineman.  I attended two
years of paralegal school. I am presently working on active cases as an expert witness and have been contracted to
Technical Advisory Services for Attorneys (TASA) since 1990. I have worked numerous cases involving litigations
involving equipment failures, and related maintenance practices for the past 18 years.
I have been very active in all aspects of preparedness and public safety for many years. I was a King County Police

Reserve officer for 8 years. I have been a 7 year member of the National League of Cities (NLC) Public Safety and
Crime Prevention Policy Board and recently . I am a member of King Co, Regional
Emergency Management Advisory council (EMAC). I am a past member of the King County Regional Public Safety Law
and Justice Committee. I am a former 4-year chair of the Public Safety Committee in Seatac, WA. I am a current active
member of NFPA and the Washington Fire Chiefs Association.

I have been an elected official for 9 years, Council Member, Mayor and am currently the Deputy Mayor of SeaTac,
Washington. I own WestCoast Generator Service Inc.  I am an instrument rated commercial pilot, with sea/land, and
twin ratings. I own Two Fishers Seafood Inc., with a large commercial tuna/salmon fishing freezer boat out of Newport,
OR.  I own and operate a u-cut Christmas tree farm in SeaTac, WA. I have owned and operated numerous businesses
for the past 35 years.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-25     Log #11  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
Tanks shall be sized so that fuel is consumed within the respective industry’s recommended maximum storage

life, or provisions shall be made to replace stale fuel with clean fuel test and recertify the existing fuel inventory as
deemed necessary for continued storage or replace old fuel with new fuel.

The term “stale” is ambiguous and does not provide the end user sufficient guidance as to how to
qualify fuel stored beyond the recommended shelf life of 12 months diesel fuel, 12 months, Liquefied (LP) Gas, and 6
months biodiesel blends.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2012 NFPA 110
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-26     Log #12  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
Galvanized fuel lines shall not be used. Fuel lines containing copper, copper-containing alloys, and zinc

(including galvanized piping or containers) should be avoided. Copper can promote fuel degradation and can produce
mercaptide gels. Zinc coatings can react with water or organic acids in the fuel to form gels that rapidly plug filters.

See Section 3 above for rationale.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-27     Log #13  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Add new text to read as follows:
7.9.5 Integral tanks of the following capacities shall be permitted inside or on roofs of structures, or as approved by the

authority having jurisdiction:
(1) Maximum of 2498 L (660 gal) diesel fuel
(2) Maximum of 95 L (25 gal) gasoline fuel

If it is intended to have gasoline on hand for long term storage, there are some serious concerns that
must be taken into consideration.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-28     Log #27  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott J. Harrison, Marioff Inc.

Add text to read as follows:
7.11 Protection.

7.11.1 The room in which the EPS equipment is located shall not be used for other purposes that are not directly related
to the EPS.  Parts, tools, and manuals for routine maintenance and repair shall be permitted to be stored in the EPS
room.
7.11.2* Where fire suppression systems are installed in EPS equipment rooms or separate buildings, the following
systems shall not be used:

(1) Carbon dioxide or halon systems, unless prime mover combustion air is taken from outside the structure
(2)  An automatic dry chemical system, unless the manufacturers of the EPS certify that the dry chemical system

cannot damage the EPS system, hinder its operation, or reduce its output.
7.11.2.1  Where water based fire suppression systems are installed in EPS equipment rooms or separate buildings, and
the manufacturers of the EPS certify that such water based fire suppression systems cannot damage the EPS system,
hinder its operation or reduce its output, the water based fire suppression systems shall be designed and installed per
NFPA 13, Standard For the Installation of Sprinkler Systems or NFPA 750, Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection
Systems.

Because water based fire suppression systems are not excluded as an optional method of
suppression in Section 7.11.2 paragraphs 1 & 2, and NFPA 13 and 750 are the primary standards outlining the
requirements for water based fire suppression systems, they should be referenced to provide guidelines to the end user,
AHJ and design firm.   Water Mist has been approved and installed in a wide range of power system applications
globally and for clarity NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems should be included in NFPA 110 as a
Referenced Publication.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-29     Log #4  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Chuck Walter, Puckett Power Systems

I propose allowing the 2 hr full load test outlined in section 7.13.4.3 to be performed before the
building load test specified in section 7.13.4.1.3(1) through (2).
The intent of this proposal is to address the order of testing outlined in sections 7.13.4.1 through 7.13.4.3.  Section

7.13.4.1.3(1) through (12) outlines the requirements and reading that must be taken during the building load test.
Section 7.13.4.2 states that after completing the testing requirements specified in 7.13.4.1.3 the primer mover is allowed
to cool for a minimum of 5 minutes.  Section 7.13.4.3 outlines the requirements for 2-hr full load test. It states that a load
bank can be substituted for building load if there is inadequate building load present to load the generator set to 100
percent of its nameplate kW.  Section 7.13.4.3.1 goes on to state that (full load) test specified in 7.13.4.3 must be
performed after the building load test that is specified in 7.13.4.1.3(1) through (12).

The order that these tests are specified creates some significant problems if the EPSS system is
designed without a dedicated connection pint for a load bank.  Typically "EPSS" systems are designed for future
expansion and therefore the actual building load is substantionally less than the nameplate kW rating of the operator.
To perform the testing in the order specified without a dedicated connection point or the load bank would require
disconnecting the actual load from the generator and connecting a load bank after you have completed the building load
test specified in section 7.13.4.1(1) through (12).  In my option the test specified in section 7.13.1.1(1) through (12)
seems to be a functional real world test that should simulate a real world power outage.  It should be a representation of
how your system will perform in real world outage and therefore should get the last test performed before the system is
turned over to the end user.  Disconnecting the actual building load and connecting a load bank up after completion of
this test could create multiple opportunities for a mistake to occur when reconnecting the actual load back up to the
generator.  The test specified in 7.13.4.3 seems to be a performance test to ensure that the generator will produce the
advertised kW under the actual site conditions where it is installed.
I propose allowing the 2 hr full load test outlined in section 7.13.4.3 to be performed before the building load test

specified in section 7.13.4.1.3(1) through (2).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-30     Log #2  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

David Stymiest, Smith Seckman Reid, Inc.

“When the EPSS consists of paralleled EPSs, the quantity of EPSs intended to be operated simultaneously shall be
tested simultaneously with the building load for a 2 -hour period the test period identified in Section 7.13.4.1.3(j).”

“The data specified in 7.13.4.1.3 (d), (e), (g), (h), and (i) shall be recorded at first load acceptance and every 15
minutes thereafter until the completion of the 2-hour test period identified in Section 7.13.4.1.3(j).

This proposed TIA is necessary because of the inadvertent oversight to correlate the existing text with
the accepted revision.  Failure to issue this TIA results in conflicting requirements on the minimum duration of the
acceptance test which will result in confusion on the part of users trying to apply the requirements for acceptance
testing.  NFPA 110 is widely referenced in NFPA codes and standards, in the model building codes, and in standards of
other organizations including The Joint Commission.

On behalf of the Technical Committee on Emergency Power Supplies I would like to propose that the
Standards Council issue a tentative interim amendment (TIA) on Sections 7.13.4.1.3(a) and 7.13.4.3.4 in the 2010
edition of the standard.  The proposed TIA is necessary to provide correlation with a revision made to the minimum test
duration for the emergency power supply system during the initial on-site installation acceptance test.  The revision
changed the minimum test duration from 2 hours to 1.5 hours in one part of the requirement and unfortunately the same
change was overlooked in the two sections cited above.  This was discovered after the closing date for submitting a
notice of intent to make a motion, thus a TIA is the only solution to providing the necessary correlation between multiple
requirements on the same acceptance test.  Without this TIA, there will be conflicting requirements on the minimum
duration of the first portion of the initial acceptance test.   The revision creating the conflict was a result of the committee
action on Proposal 110-16 which was developed by the technical committee at their ROP meeting in January 2008 and
no comments were submitted on this proposal.  The accepted text from Proposal 110-16 creating the conflict is in
Section 7.13.4.1.3(j) which states: “The load test with building load, or other loads that simulate the intended load as
specified in Section 5.4, shall be continued for not less than 1.5 hours, and the run time is recorded.”

Section 5.2(a) is cited as the rationale on which to base the emergency nature of
this proposed TIA.  This section states “The document contains an error or an omission that was overlooked during a
regular revision process”.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-31     Log #25  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dan Chisholm, Sr., MGI Systems, Inc.

The criteria set forth in 4.3 and 4.1(b) shall not apply during the monthly testing of the EPSS. If the
criteria are not met during the monthly test, a process shall be provided to annually confirm the capability of the system
to comply with 4.3.

There is no provision in NFPA 110 for the frequency of testing and proving the EPSS will respond to
the criteria set forth in paragraph 4.3.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-32     Log #40  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Respectfully suggest that the term “routine” throughout Chapter 8 -- whether periodic,
reliability-centered or effectively continuous -- may be deleted without loss of understanding or understating the
significance of the work.

Editorial.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-33     Log #24  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dan Chisholm, Sr., MGI Systems, Inc.

Add text to read as follows:
8.1.2 Consideration shall be given to temporarily providing a portable or alternate source whenever the emergency

generator is out of service and the criteria set forth in 4.3 cannot be met.
Confusion now exists as to when a portable is required to be placed in service when a generator is

down for servicing or repairs.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-34     Log #14  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
A  fuel Limited fuel quality testing shall should be performed at least annually using appropriate tests approved

by ASTM standard test methods to recertify existing fuel inventories for continued long term storage. Special attention
should be paid to sampling the bottom of the storage tank to verify that the stored fuel is clean and dry, and that there is
no water, sediment or microbial growth on the tank bottom.

Applicable and appropriate ASTM standard test methods are recommended to ascertain the long term
storage capability of pre-existing stored fuels.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-35     Log #30  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dan Chisholm, Sr., MGI Consulting, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
8.4.2* Diesel generator sets in service shall be exercised at least once monthly, for a minimum of 30 minutes, using

one of the following methods:
(1)Loading that maintains the minimum exhaust gas temperatures as recommended by the manufacturer
(2)Under operating temperature conditions and at not less than 30 percent of the EPS standby nameplate kW rating

There are usually two kW nameplate ratings found on most engine driven generators: “standby” and
“prime”. The present NFPA 110 standards do not distinguish between the two. There can be a 6% difference between
the resulting kW figures when calculating 30% of name plate – e.g. a 100kW standby generator is normally considered a
80kW set for prime power, therefore 100kW x30%=30kW; 80kWx30%=24kW.
Similar changes should be made to the text at 8.4.2.3, 8.4.9.5.1, 8.4.9.7, 7.13.4.3 and 7.13.4.3.1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-36     Log #15  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
See A.5.5.3 for shelf-life precautions for fuel supplies. Diesel fuel should be 1D, 2D, or a blend and have a

minimum cetane rating of 40. The grade of diesel fuel selected for use in a prime mover should be based on
recommendations from the diesel engine manufacturer. All diesel fuels used in the prime mover shall comply with the
current version of ASTM D975 Standard Specification for Diesel Fuel Oils or equivalent local diesel fuel specification.
Where possible, the purchaser of fuel for the prime mover should specify a diesel fuel that does not contain biodiesel
which can accelerate the degradation of the diesel fuel if stored for a period longer than six months. If diesel fuel is
stored outside for long term storage, it may be necessary to use a winter or arctic grade of  diesel fuel, or take extra
precautions such as insulating and heat-tracing fuel tanks and lines to ensure that fuel will flow to the prime mover under
the coldest possible conditions.

The proposed modification better suits the needs of Section 5.1.1(1) and enlightens the reader to
potential long term storage issues with biodiesel fuels allowed under ASTM D975.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-37     Log #16  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Where LPG is the emergency stand-by fuel, only Special Duty Propane as described in ASTM
D1835 (or equivalent local fuel specifications) should be stored for an extended period of time.  Commercial propane is
less stable than Special Duty Propane and should not be stored for long periods of time.

Proposed rationale.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-38     Log #17  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Add new text to read as follows:
Within the oil industry, it is considered good practice when storing fuel to use the oldest fuel first, clean the tank, and

re-fill with new fuel.  The presence of even a small amount of ‘old’ fuel can cause new fuel to degrade more rapidly.  For
operators of emergency stand-by power generators who do not have on-going uses for the standby fuel, a practice to
consider, especially for diesel fuel, is to make arrangements with a local government or business fleet operator to use
the ‘old’ fuel and replace it with new fuel in the long term storage.

To provide the end user with a mechanism to rotate fuel inventory in order to remove older fuel and
replace with newer fuel inventory in an attempt to optimize long term storage of fuel.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-39     Log #18  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
Consideration should be given to sizing tanks in order to meet minimum fuel supplier delivery requirements, particularly

for small tanks. Consideration should also be given to over sizing tanks. , because many fuels have a shelf life and
deteriorate with age. More importantly, biodiesel blends up to B5 (ASTM D975) have much shorter shelf lives than
conventional diesel fuel (ULSD) and can accelerate degradation processes endangering the entire diesel fuel supply.
Where large tanks are required fuel is stored for extended periods of time (such as exceeding 12 months), it is
recommended that fuels be periodically pumped out and used in other services and replaced with fresh fuel. Prudent
disaster management could require much larger on-site temporary or permanent fuel storage, and several moderate
sized tanks can be preferable to a single very large tank.

Proposed modification is to increase awareness of the reduced shelf life and accelerated deterioration
issues involved with biodiesel blends up to B5 (ASTM D975).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-40     Log #19  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Revise text to read as follows:
When installing the EPSS equipment and related auxiliaries, environmental considerations should be given, particularly

with regards to the installation of the fuel tanks (see A.7.9.1.2 for further discussion) and exhaust lines or the EPS
building, or both.

To direct the reader to additional information regarding the subject matter within NFPA-110.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-41     Log #1  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gene Fisher, WestCoast Generator Service Inc.

Similarly to diesel fuel, lubricating engine oil and coolants in power trains, such as diesel engines in
emergency generators that are infrequently operated, are subject to contamination other than normal usage.  It is
recommended that a laboratory analysis schedule of all fluids be established with periodic sampling and testing to
document and establish engine wear patterns for life cycle predictions and also as an aid in prediction of pending
failures.

Scientific data should be used in today's progressive maintenance programs for critical emergency
generators.
Pending failures, wear patterns, and replacement of units can and should be determined by scientific laboratory

analysis of fluids used in diesel generators.
Oil and coolant laboratory analysis can predict pending failures and replacement cycles of emergency generators.

Engine coolants are normally tested for freezing level rather than acidity.  High acidity can cause corrosion, deteriorating
cylinder liners and soft plugs in the blocks of diesel engines causing premature failure.
Excessive wear and breakdown of emergency generator power trains can be caused by any failing component of

diesel engines no matter the length of service.  The vast majority of emergency generators' engines are run only to test.
With lubricating oil sitting in the crankcase subject to condensation, overtime, small quantities of dust enter via the crank
case breathers.  Some generator oils are only changed annually and in worse cases on an hourly schedule creating
excessive intervals between changes.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-42     Log #20  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward W. English, II, Fuel Quality Services, Inc. Technical Director

Delete existing A.7.9.1.2 and replace with the discussion provided below:
In order to optimize the long term storage of fuels for prime movers, the fuel should be kept cool and dry, and the tank

as full as possible.  Tanks that are subject to temperature variations can experience accelerated fuel degradation
especially if the tanks are outside and above ground or close to an extreme heat source if stored inside a structure. The
more constant and cooler the tank temperatures the less likely temperature related fuel degradation will occur.  Tank
ullage (air space) should be kept to a minimum. Excess airspace allows for warm humid air to enter the tank and
condense moisture during the cool evening.  Also, prolonged exposure to ambient air which is 20 percent oxygen can
facilitate oxidative degradation of the fuel.  Fuel Storage tanks should be kept as dry as possible and have with
provisions for water drainage on a regular basis. The presence of water can lead to microbiological contamination and
growth which in turn can lead to general or pitting corrosion of steel tanks and components possibly resulting in filter
plugging, operational issues or a hydrocarbon release to the environmental.  Regularly scheduled surveillance of the
fuel allows the operator(s) to evaluate the condition of the fuel and make important decisions regarding the quality of the
fuel dedicated to reliable operation of the prime mover. Fuel maintenance and testing should begin the day of installation
and first fill in order to establish a benchmark guideline for future comparison.  Where possible, always seek laboratory
testing services from a qualified or certified petroleum laboratory.

Proposed wording provides more concise recommendation regarding elements that contribute to fuel
degradation and those aspects within the control of the end user/operator.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-43     Log #28  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott J. Harrison, Marioff Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
A.7.11.2  If a fire suppression system is used in EPS rooms or separate buildings housing EPS equipment,

consideration should be given to preaction-type suppression systems per NFPA 13 Standard For The Installation of
Sprinkler Systems or NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems.

Because NFPA 13 and 750 are standards outlining the requirements for pre-action systems, they
should be referenced in this section to provide a standard for design and installation.   Water Mist has been approved
(FM – Combustion Turbines & Machinery Spaces) and installed in a wide range of power supply applications globally.
NFPA 750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems should also be included as a preaction system option.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-44     Log #21  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Stymiest, Smith Seckman Reid, Inc.

Add new item as follows:
7. (d) ac kW

Section 8.4.2 states in part that one of the acceptance methods during monthly tests is “(2) Under
operating temperature conditions and at not less than 30 percent of the EPS nameplate kW rating.”  However there is
presently no space in FIGURE A.8.4.1(a) Sample Operation and Testing Log for Rotating Equipment for recording
generator set kW.  This proposal is made for consistency between the body of the standard and the annex form that is
used by many organizations.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-45     Log #22  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Stymiest, Smith Seckman Reid, Inc.

Add new item as follows:
11. (g) ac kW

Section 8.4.2 states in part that one of the acceptance methods during monthly tests is “(2) Under
operating temperature conditions and at not less than 30 percent of the EPS nameplate kW rating.”  However there is
presently no space in FIGURE A.8.4.1(a) Sample Operation and Testing Log for Rotating Equipment for recording
generator set kW.  This proposal is made for consistency between the body of the standard and the annex form that is
used by many organizations.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-46     Log #23  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Stymiest, Smith Seckman Reid, Inc.

Revise existing item 7 as follows:
7. Record ac voltage, frequency, amperage, kW.

Section 8.4.2 states in part that one of the acceptance methods during monthly tests is “(2) Under
operating temperature conditions and at not less than 30 percent of the EPS nameplate kW rating.”  However there is
presently no guidance in FIGURE A.8.4.1(b) Operation and Testing Procedures Suggested for Rotating Equipment to
record generator set kW.  This proposal is made for consistency between the body of the standard and the annex form
that is used by many organizations.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-47     Log #31  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Add two more documents to the list of informational references:

References to a) the science of reliability engineering and, b) the work of like-minded technical
committees supervised by international standards developing organizations, will strengthen this document.
For the convenience of the committee and NFPA staff the link to the IEC Technical Committee 56 which deals with

reliability/dependability can be found at this URL:
http://tc56.iec.ch/index-tc56.html
For the convenience of the committee and NFPA staff the link to the IEEE website for 493-2007 can be found at this

URL:
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/493-2007.html
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-48     Log #29  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott J. Harrison, Marioff Inc.

Add text to read as follows:
NFPA Publications.
NFPA 13, Standard For The Installation Of Fire Sprinkler Systems, 2010 Edition
NFPA 750, Standard On Water Mist Fire Protection Systems, 2010 Edition

References are made to fire suppression and pre-action systems in Annex Section A.7.11.2 with no
referral to an NFPA document/standard to draw design and installation guidance from.  Because NFPA 13 and 750 are
standards outlining the requirements for pre-action systems, they should be included in the Referenced Publications.
Water Mist has been approved and installed in a wide range of power supply applications globally and for clarity NFPA
750 Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems should also be included in NFPA 110 as a Referenced Publication.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-49     Log #34  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Add new Annex X as written below:

Emergency and standby power systems may support facilities with a variety of objectives that are vital to public life
safety. Often these objectives are of such critical importance that system downtime is costly in terms of economic
losses, loss of security, or loss of mission. For those reasons, the availability of the emergency or standby power
system, the percentage of time that the system is in service, is important to those facilities. Given a specified level of
availability, the reliability and maintainability requirements are then derived based on that availability requirement.

(1)(general) The ability of an item—under combined aspects of its reliability, maintainability, and
maintenance support —to perform its required function at a stated instant of time or over a stated period of time. (2)(As
a performance metric for individual components or a system) it is the long-term average fraction of time that a
component or system is in service and satisfactorily performing its intended function. (3)(As a future prediction) is the
instantaneous probability that a component or system will be in operation at time t.

The long-term average fraction of time that a component or system is in service and
satisfactorily performing its intended function.  Ai considers only downtime for repair of failures. No logistics time,
preventative maintenance, etc., is included.
Availability (inherent) = MTBF/(MTBF + MTTR)

where:
MTBF = mean time between failures
MTTR = mean time to repair

. long-term average fraction of time that a component or system is in service and
satisfactorily performing its intended function.  Ao differs from Ai in that it includes all downtime. Included are downtime
for the repair of failures, scheduled maintenance, and any logistics time required (such as obtaining the necessary parts
and scheduling the technician to perform the repair).
Availability (operational) = MTBF/(MTBF + MTTR + Logistics time)
Availability of a system in actual operations is determined by the following:

(1)The frequency of occurrence of failures. Failures may prevent the system from performing its function or may cause a
degraded effect on system operation. Frequency of failures is directly related to the system's level of reliability.
(2)The time required to restore operations following a system failure or the time required to perform maintenance to
prevent a failure. These times are determined in part by the system's level of maintainability.
(3)The logistics provided to support maintenance of the system. The number and availability of spares, maintenance
personnel, and other logistics resources (refueling, etc.) combined with the system's level of maintainability determine
the total downtime following a system failure.

The probability that a component or system will perform required functions under stated conditions for a
stated period of time.
Reliability is the “probability of success.”  It assumes that the system is currently operational and it provides the
probability that the system will remain operational for the specified period of time without failing.

. Maintainability is a measure of how quickly and economically failures can be prevented through
preventive maintenance, or system operation can be restored following failure through corrective maintenance. A
commonly used measure of maintainability in terms of corrective maintenance is the mean time to repair (MTTR).
Maintainability is not the same thing as maintenance. It is a design parameter, while maintenance consists of actions to
correct or prevent a failure event.

. The appropriate methods to use for improving availability depend on whether the facility is
being designed or is already in use. For both cases, a reliability/availability analysis should be performed to determine
the availability of the old system or proposed new system. The AHJ or government agency should dictate what an
acceptable reliability/availability is for the specific facility.

For a facility that is being operated, two basic methods are available for improving availability when
the current level of availability is unacceptable: (1) Selectively adding redundant units (e.g., generators, chillers, fuel
supply) to eliminate sources of single-point failure, and (2) optimizing maintenance using a reliability-centered
maintenance (RCM) approach to minimize downtime. [Refer to NFPA 70B-2010, Recommended Practice for Electrical
Equipment Maintenance.] A combination of the previous two methods can also be implemented. A third very expensive
method is to redesign subsystems or to replace components and subsystems with higher reliability items.
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The opportunity for high availability and reliability is greatest when designing a new facility. By applying

an effective reliability strategy, designing for maintainability, and ensuring that manufacturing and commissioning do not
negatively affect the inherent levels of reliability and maintainability, a highly available facility will result. The approach
should be as follows:
(1)Develop and determine a reliability strategy (establish goals, develop a system model, design for reliability, conduct

reliability development testing, conduct reliability acceptance testing, design system delivery, maintain design reliability,
maintain design reliability in operation).
(2)Develop a reliability program. This is the application of the reliability strategy to a specific system, process, or

function. Each step in the preceding strategy requires the selection and use of specific methods and tools. For example,
various tools can be used to develop requirements or evaluate potential failures. To derive requirements, analytical
models can be used, for example, quality function development (a technique for deriving more detailed, lower-level
requirements from one level to another, beginning with mission requirements, i.e., customer needs). This model was
developed as part of the total quality management movement. Parametric models can also be used to derive design
values of reliability from operational values and vice versa. Analytical methods include but are not limited to things such
as thermal analysis, durability analysis, and predictions. Finally, one should evaluate possible failures. A failure modes
and effects criticality analysis (FMECA) and fault tree analysis (FTA) are two methods for evaluating possible failures.
The mission facility engineer should determine which method to use or whether to use both.
(3)Identify Reliability Requirements. The entire effort for designing for reliability begins with identifying the facility's

reliability requirements for life safety or business continuity purposes.
This material has been derived from Annex F of the 2011 National Electrical Code and has been

modified for application to the more common emergency and standby power systems and to move closely align with the
IEEE Standard 493 – Design of Reliable Industrial and Commercial Power Systems, the so-called “Gold Book” - .  It is
very general information that ought to be available to users of this document who deal with the far more common
building emergency and standby power systems
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
110-50     Log #35  EPS-AAA

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael A. Anthony, University of Michigan

Add new Annex Y as follows.

Public facilities designated as disaster response and recovery facilities, either as a free-standing building or as a
regional network of facilities, may contain an emergency power system, a standby power system and a critical operation
power system – all of which have specific operating characteristics that should receive separate engineering analysis
based upon a risk assessment.
For critical operations power systems, risk assessment should be performed to identify hazards, the likelihood of their

occurrence, and the vulnerability of the electrical system to those hazards. The thoroughness of the risk assessment
should be appropriate to the level of criticality of the facility.  One method, though not the only method for determining
the criticality of the power system for to the protection of life and property is to group them into categories as follows:
(1) Definitions
Category I – Systems that have been designated to remain operational for emergency services to function.  These

facilities are required to remain operational during the event or be immediately restorable after the event.  “Immediately
restorable” is to means no significant repair required, just manual switching or similar operational procedures are
required to restore the system to operation.
Category II – Systems that have been designated to significantly contribute to the delivery of emergency services or

are essential for disaster recovery.  These facilities are required to be restorable to operation within 4 hours after the
event.  Therefore any repair required to get the system back into service would have to be able to be accomplished by
on-site personnel with on-site parts and equipment.
Category III – Systems that have significant impact on the protection of life and property, but are not immediately

essential for providing emergency services. Category III systems are typically restorable to operation within 24 hours
after the event.  Repairs may require the assistance of off-site parts and service personnel.
Category IV – Critical systems that have significant impact on the protection of life and property, but are not

immediately essential, as there are multiple facilities providing the same function. Category IV systems are typically
restorable to operation within 24 hours of the time utility power, water and sewage disposal are available to the facility.
(2) Risk Assessments
(a) Category I risk assessment should include probabilistic modeling, such as fault tree or reliability block diagram

(RBD) for the electrical power to the Category I systems to verify an availability of 0.9999 and a mean time to repair of
less than 1.0 hours. The probabilistic modeling should also include naturally occurring hazards, such as earthquakes,
floods, hurricanes and snow/ice storms to the extent that weather data is available. For hazards listed in 708.4 (B) for
which there is no data available, such as human-caused events, the risk assessment should include a systematic
method analysis, such as a fault tree. The analysis should include what types of human-caused events are most likely to
cause the COPS to be taken out of service with a mitigation strategy to minimize the probability of it occurring.
(b) Category II risk assessment should include probabilistic modeling, such as fault tree or reliability block diagram

(RBD) for the electrical power to the Category I systems to verify an availability of 0.9995 and a mean time to repair of
4.0 hours or less. The probabilistic modeling should also include naturally occurring hazards, such as earthquakes,
floods, hurricanes and snow/ice storms to the extent that weather data is available. For hazards known to the Authority
Having Jurisdiction for which there is no data available, such as human-caused events, the risk assessment should
include a systematic method analysis, such as a fault tree. The analysis should include what types of human-caused
events are most likely to cause the power system to be taken out of service with a mitigation strategy to minimize the
probability of it occurring.
(c) Category III risk assessment should include probabilistic modeling, such as fault tree or reliability block diagram

(RBD) for the electrical power to the Category I systems to verify an availability of 0.9973 and a mean time to repair of
24.0 hours or less. For hazards listed in 708.4 (B) the analysis should include what types of events are most likely to
cause the power system to be taken out of service with a mitigation strategy to minimize the probability of it occurring.
(d) Category IV risk assessment should include what types of events are most likely to cause the power system to be

taken out of service with a mitigation strategy to minimize the probability of it occurring. Probabilistic modeling is not
required.
(3) Commissioning
(a) Category I shall include the performance and documentation of electrical acceptance testing of the components in
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the critical electrical distribution system, startup and functional testing of the major subsystems such as generators,
automatic transfer switches, UPS systems and the mechanical equipment for the cooling system of the critical load. An
Integrated Systems Test shall also be performed in which load banks are connected to the critical distribution panels
and the operation of the electrical and mechanical systems are verified under critical electrical design load conditions.
(b) Category II shall include the performance and documentation of electrical acceptance testing of the components in

the critical electrical distribution system, startup and functional testing of the major subsystems such as generators,
automatic transfer switches, UPS systems and the mechanical equipment for the cooling system of the critical load.
(c) Category III shall include the performance and documentation of startup and functional testing of the major

subsystems such as generators, automatic transfer switches, UPS systems and the mechanical equipment for the
cooling system of the critical load.
(d) Category IV shall include the performance and documentation of startup and functional testing of the major

components in the critical electrical distribution system and the mechanical equipment for the cooling system of the
critical load.

NFPA 110 needs to evolve to meet demand for more formal engineering modeling of power systems
that backup normal power systems.  This proposal, derived from material presented to the NFPA 70-2011 technical
committees and related proposal for a new Annex X, is intended to into provide the broad contours of a “landing page”
for the design of all types of backup power systems.
The classifying governmental agency having jurisdiction would benefit from a gradient level of criticality for the facilities
that has specific operation guidelines.  It provides the framework by which the jurisdiction can evaluate the criticality of
all of their facilities relative to each other and thus provides a means to ensure the most critical systems are recognized
as such and have the resources allocated to them so that they are available when needed to deliver emergency
services and provide for disaster recovery.  Without a gradient scale, fewer resources would be available to the most
critical systems because all of the critical facilities would require the same amount of resources.
The requirement for the various types of critical systems needs to align with the importance of the system to the
protection of life and property. A set of specific operational requirements for the various levels of criticality is needed to
provide design criteria and for consistent application.  A gradient level of risk assessment with probabilistic modeling
provides a quantitative method to ensure the most critical systems have been designed sufficiently robust so that they
are available when needed to deliver emergency services and provide for disaster recovery.
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